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Registration &
Pairings

Pairings will be emailed to
players and posted online
54 hours prior to the
event.  

Groupings are subject to
the approval of the Tour. 
 If requests are made, the
Tour will try to
accommodate as much
as possible.  

Final round tee times will
be done based off score
and sent out after
completion of play.  

Registration must be
completed 7 days prior to the
event.  All registration will be
done online and payment will
be made VIA Credit
Card(when applicable) or E-
Transfer.  If Payment is not
received 5 days prior to the
event, then the player will not
be permitted to compete. 
 Exceptions can be made on a
case by case basis

Players may WD from an event
up to 72 hours prior to the
event with a $100 fee.  If a WD
is made after that, a $200 fee
will be applied.  A player who
No Shows to an event or
misses their tee time will be
charged in full.  Any player
who WD's after Tee Times have
been sent out will not be
refunded.  
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PairingsHow To

Withdraw Policy



A Group will be allotted one warning as a group.  Players will then be given 2 holes to help close

the gap, and if they are still out of position, the committee may allow the group or individual

players be timed.

1st Bad Time - No Penalty

2nd Bad Time - 1 Shot Penalty

3rd Bad Time - 2 Shot Penalty

4th Bad Time - DQ

Your group is deemed in position if they are :

a). Completed the hole under the allotted time par

b) Hit 1 tee shot on a par 4 with the group ahead of them

yet to finish the hole

c) Hit all 3 tee shots on a par 5 before the group ahead of

them has completed the hole

What is in Position

Policy

Pace of Play Policy



Golf Town Cup &
Purses/Payment

Winner  Golf Town Cup Points will be
allotted to each of our events. 
 The top 10 at the conclusion of
the season will be rewarded
for their strong play.  Golf Town
Cup Points are only eligible for
members.  If a player plays as
a non member, they will have 1
week after completion of that
tournament to join to claim
those points

Purse minimums and estimated 1st
prizes will be released prior to
events.  Top 25% of the field will be
paid out unless otherwise notified.  

Payments will be made within 72
hours VIA E-Transfer to the
registrants email.   

Amateurs may earn up to $1,200. 
 The remainder will be
redistributed based on the
committees discretion 
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Golf Town
Cup RewardsGolf Town Cup

Purses &
Payment

$6,000

2023 PGA TOUR

2023 Golf Town
Sponsorship

Canada Q School Entry
Fee($2,500 USD Value)

2nd- $3,500 3rd- $2,500

4th- $1,750 3rd- $1,250

6th- $500

8th- $500 9th- $500
10th- $500

TOTAL = $25,000 (EST)











Upon acceptance and entry in any Toronto Players Tour Event, all players are in agreement with the following procedures

1.Tour players agree not to solicit the businesses or players that are currently affiliated with the Toronto Players Tour while they are on the

tour and for the calendar year thereafter membership has ceased. To “solicit” means the act of offering or attempting to offer goods and/or

services with or with out an exchange of benefit between the offeror and offeree parties. Any such acts will be seen as a violation of this

policy and tour membership may be revoked and legal actions may result for any and all damages suffered as a result of lost business

whether realized or not.

2). All rules and decisions upon the rules are to be considered by the tournament committee 

3). All payouts and payments are subject to the committees discretion. In a situation where money must be reallocated, it is in the discretion

of tournament staff to decide proper procedure 

4). Players must follow all Covid-19 guidelines and protocols for the tour as well as the host facility. In the situation the player is deemed to

act "unprofessionally" the tour is able to ban, or suspend the player from future events

5).All members and players remise, release and discharge the Toronto Players Tour staff, and employees from all manners of action caused

including: injuries, liabilities, damages, costs and claims.

Players acknowledge that they waive the right of action against the tour wile participating in an event from any Damage, theft, injury or

death.

Players who compete in TPT events also understand the risks and responsibilities as independent contractors regarding their actions and the

consequences of them.  The TPT does not take any liability on their part and are absolved from any responsibility unless otherwise deemed as the

fault of the TOUR.  

The Tour is proud to operate as a community and thus inclusive of all people and types of players.  In no way shall a party be made

uncomfortable.  Players who compete represent the tour and the brand of the tour.  The Committee has the right to retract any bonuses and player

privileges if deemed inappropriate behaviour.  The Tour and its sponsors are understood as to be not responsible for any actions, opinions or other

means of communication that players do or say.   

Liabilities & Player Responsibility


